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1. Introduction

In this presentation I will examine the ways to manage uncertain events by comparing the trajectory

of the forecasted major earthquakes in two countries, Turkey and Japan, where I have conducted field

research for years.

Normally, the concept of risk is defined as a probability of damage caused by an undesirable

event in the future, and the probability is quantified based on the statistical analysis of past events.

Hence risk is associated with decision making: you can decide to take or avoid the risk, and you have

to take responsibility of your choice. In this perspective, the concept of uncertainty represents the

events which probability is immeasurable and damage is unpredictable because of the scarcity of

information. In this sense, natural disaster like earthquake or hurricane tended to be seen as an “act

of God” because of its low probability and difficulty of prediction. It is only recently that earthquake

has slipped into the category of “risk”, with the progress of earth science and the development of

technologies which lead to the improvement of hazard maps, disaster insurance, building standards,

and so on. Focusing on the two earthquakes referred to by their unique names in their local context, I

will follow the process of how an earthquake becomes a risk in the above definition.

2. Earthquakes

The first case is the earthquake in Istanbul. Its “discovery” reflects the historical interplay between

the progress of Turkish earth sciences and actual earthquakes which hit Turkey. The 1999 Marmara

Earthquake “verified” empirically the hypothesis of “the migration of earthquakes,” which claims that

the pattern of earthquakes in the North Anatolian Fault line is successive, that is, from east to west or

from west to east. It was then that the Istanbul earthquake, with about sixty percent probability,

began to be the object of pre-emptive action: Istanbul municipality conducted a seismic risk

assessment, and then launched an anti-seismic urban reform project. However, the lack of the

citizen's participation in the project became the obstacle to its implementation since the municipality

did not disclose pertinent information: for local people, the consequence of the project itself was

uncertain.

The other is the earthquake in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Japan. In 1976 a young

seismologist claimed that a large scale earthquake was expected in the near future in the central part

of Japan. In response to this, the government agencies started contributing capital to scientific

research on earthquake prediction. A coalition between government and academia has promoted the

research, and even after large, “unexpected” earthquakes, the basic orientation of the research was

not questioned. After the March 11 disaster, despite the criticisms, the government recalculated the
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disaster risk and published new seismic hazard maps, which are used as a basis of public and citizen’s

disaster planning.

3. Discussion

Both earthquakes each underwent a process of becoming a risk rather than an uncertainty: they were

discovered, assessed, and then became objects of pre-emptive reactions. Although the contingent

interaction between local geologic structure, the accumulation of seismological knowledge, and

political actions makes the processes and their consequences look different in each country, it may be

an oversimplification to say that the difference is attributed to the difference of culture between

Turkey and Japan. Rather, I will argue that it is worth exploring the similarity – the path-dependency

and the production and alienation of uncertainties as by-product – as a culture of risk.
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